HEADSET OPERATOR (S6)

2017/F/CHQ/HRD/0061/RS

JOB PURPOSE & SPECIFIC RESPONSIBILITIES


To report to the shift Duty manager in shifts and follow the allocation as per shift DM or Ramp
officer.



Follow the SOP while receiving the aircraft arrival/departure flight by establishing
communication (with head set or using manual signals) using standard phraseology/signs
between the ground and cockpit crew.



To co-ordinate with ground engineer/Ramp officer/cockpit crew for any technical equipment
service required i.e GPU/ASU/ACU prior or on arrival.



To give the clearance to the ramp team to position the chocks, the PBB or passenger step, upon
ensuring the area is safe to enter i.e once the Engines are cut-off and Anti-collision lights are
off.



To liaison with captain for any other ground requirements.



To coordinate with Ramp officer/ground engineer/crew for Engine start up on the bay for the
aircrafts with APU unserviceable or technical flights.



Ensure to insert the steering bypass pin in coordination with the ground engineer /AME on the
nose gear prior to the connection of the tow bar to the aircraft.



To give clearance to remove chocks and push/tow the aircraft, upon ensuring the release of
Parking brakes from the Captain.



Ensure ground clearance for safety or no vehicular/flights movement behind the aircraft on
ground prior to start push back and coordinate with Push back operator.



To ensure the Captain is informed immediately in case of disconnection of a tow tractor and the
aircraft in order to ensure a gentle break application to stop the aircraft.



To provide any other Technical assistance and other support as required by the Superiors.



To guide/communicate (with manual signals) the push back operator as per the instructions
received from the cockpit crew to push the aircraft on to the correct taxi lane (L1, L2 or L3).
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Report any incidents or safety hazard observed while on duty to the Ramp officer or shift DM
without fail.



To perform any other related duty for which he is qualified and detailed to do so by his
superiors.

EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS


Graduate from a recognized university.

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE


12 - 24 months of experience in the relevant field



Should be able to handle different situation.

PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS & BEHAVIOURS


Should have good decision making skills.



Should be able to handle challenges.

Location: Cochin
 Graduate in any subject
 Age Limit: Not more than 35 years.
 12 - 24 months of experience in the relevant field


Staff who are currently working at the Airport / staff having experience in Aviation Industry
would be an added advantage.

Note to all Applicants






Incomplete applications will be disregarded.
Passport issued on or after 2018 and latest Police Clearance Certificate from Superintendent
of police (Rural)/ Police Commissioner (City)
Eligible & Interested candidates to send their CV’s with a soft copy of the passport size
photograph on careers@aisats.in
For any further assistance please contact: +91 9137671350
Closing date for applications is 5th September 2022.
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